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Boost organic steam revenue today.
Email our experts at business@xsolla.com to get started.

Indie developers are having a tough time staying competitive on third party platforms, 
a struggle that’s perhaps most visible on Steam. A major contributor to this state was               
a discoverability algorithm update in 2018 that caused a sharp drop in traffic for many indie 
teams. This was followed by revenue sharing changes, new content policy rules, web API 
adjustments, and other changes that seemed to favor AAA developers over everyone else.

Steam is still a valuable sales channel for indie teams looking to reach a large audience, 
despite the visibility challenges. To survive, developers have been adopting overly cautious 
marketing tactics to avoid losing what little ground they’ve gained. Anything that could 
potentially reduce Steam traffic or Steam sales is off the table, even if those tactics could 
produce better results in the long term.

In this ebook we’ll take a closer look at the problems of discoverability and organic traffic 
for indie developers on Steam. We’ll see that revenue from this source may not be as crucial 
as some developers believe, and that adopting community building strategies such as early 
game key sales can actually produce better traffic and sales results inside of the Steam 
ecosystem and beyond.
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An estimated 565 games were released on Steam in 2013. Five years later that figure jumped 
to over 9,000, bringing the total number of titles on the platform to 30,000+. The number     
of new users on Steam has steadily risen as well, allowing Steam to reach a record 18.5 
million concurrent players and 90 million monthly players in 2018.

To get in front of this massive audience a game needs, among other things, good reviews 
and good sales. These factors are favored by Steam’s recommendations algorithm               
to determine how often a game is suggested to users. An ‘overwhelmingly positive’ review 
score coupled with high revenue means Steam will probably shout the game’s existence 
from the rooftops. If either of those factors decline, though, it could mean exile to the 
darkest corners of the platform.

Indie developers naturally want to increase reviews and sales so Steam will help promote 
their title. Underlying both of these is organic traffic. Any time a user searches for a game, 
clicks through a recommendation, or otherwise stumbles across a title by using Steam’s 
interface, it counts as organic traffic. The benefits of this are easy to see: organic traffic 
means more reviews and more sales with no added effort.

ORGANIC TRAFFIC ON STEAM
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Indie developers are concerned with what happens to their revenue when organic Steam 
traffic declines, especially when it’s through no fault of their own. Fewer reviews and 
fewer sales means a lower chance of showing up as a recommended game, perpetuating            
the sluggish sales cycle and making it more difficult to get back into the spotlight. 
Complicating this is the fact that off-site game key sales send customers to Steam but omit 
their reviews from the score aggregate, effectively removing their influence from organic 
traffic production.

CONNECTION BETWEEN TRAFFIC AND SALES
It makes sense that developers would look at how Steam utilizes sales and review ratings 
to generate recommendations then construct marketing strategies around that cycle. When 
you take a closer look at organic traffic and its relationship to other sales sources, though, 
it’s easy to see that putting all of your eggs in the “build organic traffic” basket could be        
a mistake.

Lars Doucet of Level Up Labs wrote a detailed look at Defender’s Quest’s Steam traffic, 
analyzing sources and comparing them with generalized sales figures. The article divides 
revenue into two broad sources: promoted, which refers to anything tied to a Steam-wide 
sale, event, or external traffic, and residual, which is everything else, most notably revenue 
that comes from users finding a game on Steam organically.
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Sales of Defender’s Quest follow a stegosaurus tail pattern, or a long tapering tail punctuated 
by sharp upward spikes. Apart from the initial launch spike, residual revenue from organic 
sources stays low overall, though there are a few small increases later in the cycle.              
By comparison, sales spikes from promoted sources are usually 2-7 times as tall as residual 
spikes, representing a greater portion of overall revenue.

Roughly a third of Defender’s Quest’s traffic came from organic discovery-based sources. 
Taken alone this would seem like a healthy percentage, one worth promoting and preserving. 
If you look at this figure in light of the game’s overall revenue it’s a small figure
by comparison. The biggest spikes in sales, and thus the biggest portion of the revenue, 
was initiated by external factors. The game received attention from a sale or a popular 
influencer, then Steam’s algorithms noticed something positive was happening and bumped 
it up the discoverability list for even more exposure. The order of events is important: outside 
attention comes first, then Steam responds by increasing organic traffic.
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The takeaway from this data is simple: focusing on organic traffic inside of Steam is a poor 
marketing strategy. It aims at mediocrity, not high growth or increased sales. The canonizing 
of organic Steam traffic as the end-all goal of marketing seems to be fueled more by fear 
than data. There are far more effective ways to increase sales than by monitoring 
an oftentimes reactionary metric. Building your game’s audience first, then unleashing their 
influence on Steam is the smart way to go.

AWARENESS THROUGH COMMUNITY
In a 2019 analysis of how well PC games are selling on Steam, long-time indie developer
and director of No More Robots Mike Rose concluded that in order to stay in the top 1%
on Steam, teams should focus on marketing efforts and build a community around their 
games. The latter point has been repeated by marketing experts from a variety of industries. 
There simply isn’t a better way to build a successful product than by cultivating a strong, 
dedicated community around it.

The focus on community works for one simple reason: loyalty. A new user is only 5-20% likely 
to buy a product, whereas an existing user is 60-70% likely to buy. The Pareto principle
is at work, meaning roughly 80% of your sales will come from 20% of your customers.
This very reason is why so many grocery stores, hotels, and airlines offer customer loyalty 
programs. 

In addition to directly increasing sales, building a community around your game and engaging 
with users can help generate buzz before, during, and after release, generate new leads, 
boost traffic, and directly improve your game by implementing playtester feedback. 

Someone who wishlists a game for six months then buys at a steep discount probably isn’t 
going to become a loyal customer. Focusing on organic Steam traffic is likely to increase 
these sorts of one-off buyers, not long-term fans. If you’re genuinely trying to build a strong 
and successful studio, you have to look beyond background sales on Steam’s platform. 
You need to think about your game as part of a brand, and your customers as dedicated 
community advocates.
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The best way to court customers for life is to attract them as early in the development cycle 
as possible. A player who participates in pre-release testing, shares feedback with the team, 
interacts with other other playtesters, and has the opportunity to earn or purchase exclusive 
content is a player who is invested in the brand for years to come.

Early release programs on third party platforms usually come with a host of restrictions. 
Selling game keys on your own allows you to avoid these limitations so you can develop
and release your game on a schedule that works for your team. You’ll have the freedom 
to promote the game as you see fit, and you’ll have direct access to your players from
the start.

Selling game keys as much as a year in advance helps build a strong core community and 
increase word of mouth marketing. Even more impressive is that adopting this strategy then 
releasing the full game on Steam can actually result in higher on-platform sales than
a Steam release alone. You don’t have to focus on rescuing organic Steam traffic
in an attempt to scrounge up an audience. You can blow it all out of the water by assembling 
your own audience and bringing them to Steam.

SELLING GAME KEYS EARLY BUILDS BOTH COMMUNITY AND STEAM 
REVENUE
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Users who visit a page on Steam buy the game, wishlist it, or simply leave. Only the first 
option brings you tangible benefits, and even then it’s only revenue from the sale minus 
platform fees. If a user visits a game’s page on your own community hub you see benefits 
right away. You know how many people looked at the game, how long they browsed 
screenshots and videos, who’s waiting for the full release, and how many visitors converted 
to customers. For buyers you can also contact them with discounts or announcements, as 
you have full access to their contact information. Customers on your own site also become 
advocates that help convince other people to buy, as well.

About 40% of an early release community is prepared to buy a game on Steam as soon as it 
releases. If you spend the last year of development building an audience of 1,000 members 
translates to 400 potential buyers and roughly 3,000 potentials through friends of the 
community. 

Clicks and key activations from those buyers may not directly increase review aggregate 
scores, but Steam does take notice of the attention and will boost organic traffic as a result. 
As we saw with Defender’s Quest, the biggest sales spikes were initiated by external 
sources, then fed by Steam responding with an improved discoverability score.

Selling game keys prior to a full Steam release also allows for A/B testing through direct sales. 
Launch different campaigns to promote the game before release, then monitor which ones 
bring in the highest number of paid users. You can also build remarketing campaigns
by collecting information from social media or on-site remarketing tags prior to launch. 
For every 1,000 direct to consumer sales you make, there’s an estimated 50,000 buyers you 
can capture through these efforts. 
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Direct sales also offer the chance to experiment with affiliate marketing tactics. Attract 
influencers by offering revenue share percentages, then measure traffic and purchases   
that flow from the relationship. Joining a good affiliate network can instantly boost your 
visibility and provide a stream of potential players looking at your game. These partnerships 
are entirely performance-based and can become a powerful source of outreach, 
buzz-generation, and ongoing sales.

These benefits happen independently of discovery and recommendation engines running 
on Steam. They happen because you have a strong product with a loyal following, one that 
was built early in the development cycle through selling pre-release keys to your community. 
Going forward you’ll have a ready-made audience for sequels and DLC releases, many
of whom are eager to buy more content from your brand. At the very least you’ll have tools 
to talk with your community.

WORRY LESS, GROW MORE
It’s clear that the way to succeed as a studio is to create a community around your games. 
You will not only build a better game but also gain the ability to increase both sales
and organic traffic when you release through Steam. Early game key sales do not negatively 
impact organic traffic on Steam, they actually increase it while providing a host of other 
benefits.

Dealing with game key sales outside of Steam carries its own set of concerns, of course. 
There are tax issues to worry about, compliance regulations, customer support, billing, 
etc. Xsolla can help you set up, manage, and maintain a safe purchase flow for your 
users, complete with powerful anti-fraud measures, site building features, cross-platform 
login engines, and more. Xsolla has years of experience helping teams sell games to their 
audience, and we can do the same for you and your audience, too.

Contact an Xsolla expert today to start selling game keys.
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